
MIURA 
TS37 DISC 
GLADIATOR WHEELS FOR DISC 
BRAKES.
Cycling wheels optimized for disc braking 
system. Tried and tested for thousands of miles 
around the world by the Champions that have 
chosen Ursus, the series of road racing cycling 
wheels “TS” is available for every ambitious 
rider. An italian concept to favor smoothness 
and aerodynamics which is recognizable in the 
alloy hub, Made in Italy by Ursus, and in the 37 
mm rim for tubular made of durable UD carbon 
monocoque. Suitable for any type of conditions, 
stoic on rises. Whether during practice or the 
more challenging competition, discover MIURA 
TS37 DISC and become a #Gladiator of cycling.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

PERFORMANCES

WHEELS HUB SPOKES
Material: Monocoque 100% unidirectional carbon 
fiber with HPS heating protection shield technology

Front: XD30F
Also available: TA 12X100; TA15X100, 100X9

Head Type: bent head

Height profile: 37 mm, Wide profile: 24 mm
Rear: 100X9
Also available: TA142X12; 135X10

Nipples: Brass external thread lock system

Rim holes: front 24 holes, rear 24 holes Material: Forged alloy hub on seal ball bearing Number of Spokes: 24 front and 24 rear

Diameter valve hole: 6 mm Compatibility: Shimano / Campagnolo / SRAM Spokes: SAPIM CX-Sprint 2° crossing

Advised Tires: Tubular 28’’ diam. 700×23 and 700×25. 
Only for cyclocross diam. 700×33

Braking system: Disc international standard 6 holes

Rim designation: Tubular 28’’ Ø 700 Quick Release: Ursus WB63 alloy quick release
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Included: wheels bag, valve extensions, 2 years warranty + quick releases w/o thru axle

Weight of the cyclist: Ursus guarantees the wheels maximum performance with a user maximum weight up to 80 kg. Over this weight, we recommend checking 
frequently the presence of any crack, deformation or sign of stress and wear on the rim or hub.


